I’m very excited to be here today to talk about how academic libraries are handling data in
learning analytics projects.
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Before I get into the content of my talk, I want to give you a sense of how I approach data
management by butchering a quote from Jane Austen: “it is a truth universally
acknowledged that a researcher in possession of data must be in want of better data
management practices.”
I think that if you talk to a lot of data librarians, like myself, we all have a sense that most
researchers need help with managing their data. It’s not something that researchers are
routinely taught, which is part of the work that we do as data librarians.
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What I specifically want to discuss today, however, is that “it is a truth universally
acknowledged that a library in possession of data must be in want of better data
management practices.”
I really don’t believe that libraries are any different when it comes to doing research such
as for learning analytics. And that’s what I want to talk about today.
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This talk represents a research project that I finished earlier this year looking at 54 learning
analytics articles from academic libraries. For inclusion in my research, these studies had to
correlate library usage with student outcomes, connecting the data at the individual level
using something like a student ID number. There were no limitations on country or library
service, although I can’t read anything other than English.
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I do want to add that this research method has limitations in that I’m not going to see
everyone’s data handling practices in a publication; it’s just the wrong venue for that. But I
hope to show you that there is enough information there to draw some general conclusions
which can be a starting point for improving our practices.
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Due to having a limited amount of time, I’m going to focus on three key things in this
presentation. First, almost all “anonymous” learning analytics data isn’t actually
anonymous. Second, the number of studies that describe gaining consent and/or allowing
students to opt in is pathetically small. And third, very few studies describe their security
practices but many more exhibit data practices that require good security.
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So let’s start with the first topic: anonymization.
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I won’t be able to get into all of the details of anonymizing data in this session but I want
you know that it is difficult. And there is a small but growing voice within the expert
community that says that it’s actually impossible to anonymize any data that’s about
people. Individuals have been re‐identified by only 4 credit card purchases and with the
abundance of existing data, true anonymization is becoming increasingly impossible.
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To help you understand the difficulty of anonymization, I want to explain that there are
multiple types of data: direct identifiers, indirect identifiers, and behavioral data (which I’m
not going to talk about today).
Direct identifiers are single pieces of data that tell you exactly who I am. They are things
like name, telephone number, ID number, email, etc. Indirect identifiers don’t tell you my
identity on their own but can be very powerful in combination. I always like to give the
example of African American female physics major, because if that combination shows up
in your dataset, you’ve probably just identified someone! Unfortunately, the most
identifiable people in our data are often those already marginalized.
When we anonymize data, we need to be concerned with both direct and indirect
identifiers.
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So let’s look at what libraries are actually doing. Of the 54 studies I looked at, 18 talked
about anonymizing their data.
Of those 18: 5 said their data was anonymous but didn’t tell me how it happened; 7
described their anonymization process as only removing direct identifiers; and the
remaining 6 used further data suppression methods that don’t necessarily equate with full
anonymization. There’s one dataset in that last group that I think might stand up to more
robust re‐identification attempts, largely because they removed a lot of data.
Taken as a whole, this presents a picture of libraries not actually anonymizing their data.
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So what can we take away from this? First, let’s stop calling what we’re doing
“anonymization.” Second, we need to secure that data. My biggest concern is that a library
thinks their data is anonymous when it actually isn’t and they don’t protect it properly. We
can keep using existing methods of removing identifying information, but even with the
best anonymization procedures, it’s still good practice to secure data about people.
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Okay, let’s move on to our second topic: informed consent.
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I know Abigail already mentioned Cambridge Analytica but I think it’s a great example
about why we feel consent is necessary. We want to have a say over what people can and
can’t do with our data.
I’ve even heard that consent and allowing students to opt in are what makes libraries
different than Facebook and Google.
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Unfortunately, the data doesn’t show that.
Only 5 of the 54 students explicitly talk about getting students’ consent. And the major of
those are problematic because they are two‐part studies where they do analytics and
something like a focus group. The articles talk quite clearly about getting consent for the
focus group but there is no mention of consent for the mass data harvesting and analytics.
The model I like better are the 3 studies that only perform analytics on students who opted
into participating. The overlapping square is a study by Angie Thorpe, et al. at IU‐Kokomo
and I really like their consent model. They trained all of their front‐line staff on the consent
form and process and only did analytics on the students who elected to participate. It’s
worth noting that they only had 70‐some students opt in. I know that IU‐Kokomo is small,
but it’s not that small! Many students will say “no thank you” if given the choice.
There was also one study that allowed students to opt out.
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The number of studies gaining consent for analytics is small but we also have to take into
account IRB requirements. All of this research was conducted at academic institutions,
where human subjects research is governed by the Institutional Review Board, or IRB. IRB
requires protections such as consent for human subject research with a few exceptions. I’ve
listed them here and highlighted the one applies here.
Libraries are allowed to do research using existing data without having to do the full human
subject protocols, such as consent. Do note the last part of that requirement, however. The
requirement is that the data either be public (which it’s not) or unidentifiable. I just spent
several minutes talking to you about how our data is not anonymous.
So I have a problem with the validity of the exemption in many of the studies we’re talking
about.
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I don’t have any take aways other than we need to talk about this more. I have the data and
I have concerns and I would love to hear more from the library community and experts on
consent.
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Let’s wrap things up with our third topic: data security.
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We hear a lot about data security in the news; every week it seems like another company
has experienced a data breach.
And it’s not just corporations. Universities and even public libraries have been breached. In
2017, there were data breaches at 2 public libraries: one in California and one in my home
state of Wisconsin. These breaches ended up being more damaging than they might have
needed to be because the libraries were holding driver’s license numbers and full date‐of‐
birth – two data points that often allow you to unlock other sensitive information.
So let’s look at what academic libraries are doing in this area.
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Unfortunately, very few libraries talk about their security set up. This doesn’t surprise me,
as a published article is not the common format for discussing data security.
Of the articles that discuss security, many say that their campus IT experts are running their
analytics server. That’s great! More of this please!
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That said, there are a number of studies that raise security concerns. For example, most of
the studies I looked at implied transferring individual data between the library and the
university. (Remember I said that these studies correlate library usage and student
outcomes, connecting on sometime like an individual ID number, so that data has to get
between the library and university somehow.)
This transfer could be happening securely but almost no one is talking about this and data‐
in‐transit is an easy place for sensitive information to get lost.
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Another security concerns is that we’re holding on to data for long periods of time. 22
studies hold data for 2, 3, 5, 10, or more years.
A security rule of thumb is that the best way to secure data is to not have it at all. So the
longer we’re holding data, the more concerned we need to be about security.
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And what we’re holding is really sensitive. I found a several studies that are collecting 10 or
more data points on a student. Another study by Kogut found that almost half of library
learning analytics articles look at GPA, a sensitive data point. I also found 5 studies that
examine socioeconomic status or proxy for such. This data absolutely requires good
security.
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The take away is that I would love to hear more about how we’re securing this data. Let’s
definitely call out and publish examples of people doing it well.
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All right, time to wrap up.
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I talked about 3 things today:
First, most analytics data isn’t actually anonymous. So let’s stop calling it “anonymous” and
protect it better.
Second, the number of studies that give students a choice to participate is really small.
Coupled with the IRB exemption and the fact that our data is not “unidentifiable”, means
that we need to be talking about this.
Third, all of the sensitive data we’re collecting and keeping requires good security and I
would love to see more examples of people doing this well.
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I want to wrap up with another quote, this one from an article by Zook, et al. called “Ten
Simple Rules for Responsible Big Data Research”. We need to “acknowledge that data are
people and can do harm.” I think that if we can use this as a guiding principle, we’ll start
being more thoughtful about how we handle learning analytics data and see the need for
using multiple layers of protection around this type of data.
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Finally, I have two good examples to share with you. First is the one I cited earlier by Angie
Thorpe, et al. This is the best example of consent and opt in I’ve found in all of these
studies. Second is a paper by Becky Yoose on balancing privacy and assessment. It’s hands‐
down the best example of doing analytics in a privacy and security‐conscious way and I
would dearly love to see many more papers like this.
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Thank you!
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